Data Conference
Utah State Library – Thursday, Sept 21, 2017 – 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
250 N. 1950 W.
Salt Lake City, UT 84116
801-715-6777

WELCOME 9:00 am
1. Welcome and Introductions (Aaron Brough)
2. 504 new Record in UTREx (Momi & Malia)
3. Pre-k (Kristin Campbell)
4. GQ Code (Kristin Campbell)
5. Teacher Evaluation (Kristen Campbell)
6. Seal of Bi-Literacy (Kristen Campbell)
7. E-Transcripts (Derek Howard, USHE)
8. SOEP (Cory Kanth)
9. 1% Rule (Malia McIlvenna, Tracy Gooley)
10. DIBELS (Aaron Brough & David Sallay)

BREAK 10:30
11. EL Native Language and EL Parent Language (Malia McIlvenna)
12. Age 22 Validations (Malia McIlvenna)

LUNCH 11:30 – 1:00 pm (On your Own)
13. MIDAS update (Rick Gaisford)
14. New Fields in UTREx – Early Graduate flag (Sarah Wald)
15. Review of 2017 Year-end UTREx upload (Sarah Wald)
16. Preview of Oct 1 Audit Procedures and Key Items (Sarah Wald)
17. Drop-Out Recovery (Sarah Wald & Randy Raphael)
18. Privacy (Whitney Phillips, Greg Cox and David Sallay)
19. Changes in ELL Reporting Requirements (Randy Raphael)
20. Incident/discipline Behavior Data (Carol Anderson)

BREAK 2:30 pm
21. Graduation Rate Review (Sarah Wald)
22. End of Year, July 3, Soft deadline proposal (Sarah Wald)
23. Data Gateway Roles (Aaron Brough)

*Times are approximate